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Meet the men of HERO Force, the Hands-on Engagement and Recognizance Operations team.

Book One: Stranded with the SEAL

Love and danger collide on a snowy mountain road...

Navy SEAL Trevor “Hawk” Hawkins is on a mission to avenge his teammate’s death when he crashes into
another car during a blizzard. Olivia Grayson was running from her own wedding, but the accident leaves her
struggling to remember anything at all. Sparks fly between Trevor and Olivia, but an enemy is quickly
closing in on the remote cabin - and the holes in Olivia’s memory might be the biggest danger of all.

Book Two: Sheltered by the SEAL

He owes her two people.
She’s only taking back one.

Jessa McConnell conspires to get pregnant by Jax Andersson, commander of HERO Force and the man she
holds responsible for the death of her husband and unborn child. She assumes a new identity to make sure
her secret isn’t discovered, but ends up fighting for her life when she inherits a book intended for the other
woman.

Book Three: Harbored by the SEAL

This ship is going down.

Navy SEAL playboy Leo “Cowboy” Wilson has done his best to stay away from Charlotte O’Malley, the
sister of his HERO Force teammate, Logan. But when Charlotte books herself on a week-long cruise
knowing Cowboy’s there on HERO Force business, she’ll get more than the fling she bargained for, with a
terrorist cell placing Cowboy and Charlotte firmly in the path of danger.

This is a novella. It’s more than half the length of a full HERO Force book.
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From Reader Review HERO Force Box Set for online ebook

Barbara says

HERO Force Box Set: Books 1-3 by Amy Gamet 5 stars

I received free books and voluntarily chose to review them. I’m giving you separate reviews for these books
because I have previously reviewed them separately.

Stranded with a Seal---How can so many SEAL books be written and everyone is different? I loved the
tension and romance. Not too much sex and not as much detailed sex as some books, which I like.

Sheltered by the SEAL The Inheritance #12---This book has all the suspense that I expect when a SEAL is
involved. The romance (reluctantly by both) is there, also. There is a small bit of humor thrown in. Loved it
and couldn’t put it down.

Harbored by the SEAL---This book has all the romance and suspense I’ve come to expect from any SEAL
book. At the beginning of the book my strong woman isn’t quite as strong as she could be. Don’t worry that
the first few pages are a little slow. It soon picks up with the romance and the suspense. I couldn’t stop
reading and was sad when the book ended. A great book.

Marlene says

Stranded, sheltered and harbored by Navy Seals…
What a great find! This is an exciting set of books. If you are into a former Navy Seals, now protection
service, this is a set for you. I was caught up in the intrigue from the first page. Each book has it’s own story
and all involved are linked to this agency that protects the good guys. I loved each book.

Clarie Giselle Mercado says

Meh........

The concept had potential but this author desperately needs to organize her thoughts and form into a story
that is properly told. There’s three books in this set. But I barely made to 40% because instead just the h and
h point of view we’re different point of view from the villain and other good guys who are suppose to come
up in the next two books. It’s too much disarray. And thankfully I got it for free. Just no sorry to the author.



Amanda Vermaak says

Heroes

Navy Seals. What an awesome read all three books were. The Hero Force guys are all ex navy Seals.
Although once a Seal, always a Seal. They unexpectedly fell in love with the ladies they rescued from the
bad guys. One was rescued from a drug lord. One deliberately got pregnant from the main man. One was
pursuing another Seal. A lot of excitement throughout the book. You will NOT be sorry you get this series

Doreen Ewasiuk says

I found all these books very interesting, they kept my interest, wanting to find out what happened to the Hero
Force and how they find the love of their lives, and what Hero Force is all about. They put their lives in
danger to save there country from terrorism, and evil that tries to take over a country.
Its about men who work as a team, guarding one another's back. I found the books, mixed with, humor,
wisdom and honesty that the men have for one another. A great read. Loved it...

Barb McKinley says

JUST RIGHT

In so many romance books these days it is nothing more than porn. Not this book. The amount of sexual
content was just right for this book. There was mystery, action and adventure. I sincerely enjoyed the story
and think the Author delivered a great story. Enjoy the book.

Gwendolyn Leeder says

Loved each book in this set! Each one grabs your attention and you can’t put it down. I think I may have read
the first book a couple of years ago as parts kept remembering as I had but getting a new kobo set them all to
unread but I still had to keep reading to find out how it ended so happy I did!! Can’t wait to read the rest in
this series!!

Joan says

There is something about SEAL stories that makes me keep trying them. And for the life of me I dont know
why. Most 'SEALs' in novels are alphaholes with more sex drive than brains and who cant keep their dick in
their pants.

This was par for the course. Trevor (an unsexy name if ever I heard one) thinks with his dick. He acts like an



utter moron throughout the story. I am not even going to go into the ramifications of having sex with a
woman who is suffering from concussion and amnesia.

The story was all over the place - random characters thrown in without any warning and a plot that you could
drive a tank through.

DNF at 37%

Coco.V says

?? FREE on Amazon today (2/14/2018)! ??

Meet the men of HERO Force and the women who can't keep their hands off them.

Book One: Stranded with the SEAL
Love and danger collide on a snowy mountain road...

Navy SEAL Trevor "Hawk" Hawkins is on a mission to avenge his teammate's death when he crashes into
another car during a blizzard. Olivia Grayson was running from her own wedding, but the accident leaves her
struggling to remember anything at all. Sparks fly between Trevor and Olivia, but an enemy is quickly
closing in on the remote cabin - and the holes in Olivia's memory might be the biggest danger of all.

Book Two: Sheltered by the SEAL

He owes her two people.
She's only taking back one.

Jessa McConnell conspires to get pregnant by Jax Andersson, commander of HERO Force and the man she
holds responsible for the death of her husband and unborn child. She assumes a new identity to make sure
her secret isn't discovered, but ends up fighting for her life when she inherits a book intended for the other
woman.

Book Three: Harbored by the SEAL

Navy SEAL playboy Leo "Cowboy" Wilson has done his best to stay away from Charlotte O'Malley, the
sister of his HERO Force teammate, Logan. But when Charlotte books herself on a week-long cruise
knowing Cowboy's there on HERO Force business, she'll get more than the fling she bargained for, with a
terrorist cell placing Cowboy and Charlotte firmly in the path of danger.

This is a novella. It's more than half the length of a full HERO Force book.

Jane says

I read HERO Force Box Set: Books 1-3 on my mom's Kindle when we traded for a few days.



HERO Force Box Set: Books 1-3 is an anthology of the first three books of the HERO Force Series. All three
stories blend into on another with characters moving with the story line.

Book List:
Stranded with the SEAL is the story of Navy SEAL Trevor “Hawk” Hawkins and Olivia Grayson in a
blizzard on Warsaw Mountain in Colorado.

Sheltered by the SEAL is what Jax Andersson feels he must do to protect Jessa McConnell and his unborn
child as hired killers come after her.

Harbored by the SEAL is about an assignment for Leo 'Cowboy' Wilson, the playboy SEAL and Charlotte
O'Malley when they take on terrorists on a cruise ship and protect a royal couple.

All three stories are full of action, bad guys and the great members of HERO Force saving the day.

Kathy says

Good adventure and romance

I really enjoyed books 1 and 3. The tough seals meeting their match, learning how to be together, balancing
work time added yo the story. I had a harder time with the second book. I was looking for more explanation
on the resolution between the main characters. There was a lot of feelings and angst between the two over
their actions that I thought was ended too fast without them really understanding what the other was going
through.

Dale E. Lair says

This series is one of those great mystery series that once you open the first page, start to read your hooked.
No putting it down until you've read the whole series. Great books I would recommend to anyine that wants
to read a great interesting series.

loren says

Hero's and Soldiers of fortunes

One of the best military set of stories I have read in a long time. The main story line was very interesting and
I read all three books without putting them down. Am really looking forward in reading the remains books in
this series. Would recommend this series to anyone who enjoys military type reading.



Joy says

Fast paced kick ass hero’s

Believable and fast paced each hero’s story is different enough to be interesting and the plots also differ. The
first in the series was the weakest read for me. After the first one the stories were well developed and the
characters better fleshed out. The story lines are easy enough to see happening that there really isn’t any
suspension of belief.overall....nice easy, fast reads.

Jo-Anne says

I liked these stories about the HERO Force men and the strong women in their lives. I loved the way these
SEALs could handle any situation because of the incredible training they have had.

The surprises in these books just kept coming. I loved it! There is action, suspense and heart-pounding
attraction in these well-written stories. You won't want to put them down.


